mally incident plane wave can be either TMz-or TEz-polarised.
The mathematical treatment here is based on the direct integral equation technique combined with the Galerkin's procedure, and the induced currents on the curved thin screens or apertures are expanded in terms of a series of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. Furthermore, the far-zone field solutions to such a multiple coupling system are obtained in an analytical form, and parametric calculations are performed to show the variation of the scattered far-zone field distributions at both
TMz-and TEz-polarisation incidences.
INTRODUCTION
In the past a few decades, the interaction of electromagnetic waves with some special cavity-backed screens or apertures has received considerable attention, and this study has been mainly motivated by developing new techniques for solving penetration and shielding problems in the fields of electromagnetic engineering.
Among those who made significant progresses, Harrington and Mautz have presented a general procedure for formulating problems involving electromagnetic interaction with single aperture in conducting bodies as well as the electromagnetic penetration into a conducting circular cylinder through a narrow slot using the method of moments [1] [2] [3] [4] , Ziolkowski and Grant have studied the scattering by cavity-backed cylindrical apertures and an axially slotted infinite cylinder using the generalized dual series method [5, 6] , Felsen and Vecchi have developed a resonant mode expansion for wave scattering from slit coupled cylindrical cavities with interior loading [7] , and more recently, Shumpert and Butler have analyzed the penetration of both TM and TE waves through single slots in conducting cylinders [8, 9] . On the other hand, the problem of multiple scattering of an incident plane wave by an array of parallel non-overlapping circular cylinders has also been extensively studied [10] [11] [12] [13] . In fact, many complicated practical problems require a number of cylinders to model actual scattering environments, so as to improve as well as control scattering properties of objects [14] . In the present work, we will focus on multiple scattering characteristics of an array of finite cylindrically curved thin screens. To the authors' best knowledge, till now very little work has been done concerning with such a generalized multiple interaction system in spite of the study of Veremey and Mittra recently [10] . Here, the normally incident plane wave can be either TMz-or TEz-polarised.
The In Fig. 1 , the excitation is provided by a plane EM wave of TMzpolarisation at first. With respect to the co-ordinates system Op(pp, cpp, z) of the pth screen, the normally incident wave is expressed as . where ko = is the wavenumber in free space, and Jn(kopp) is the nth-order Bessel function of the first kind. In order to understand the scattered field characteristics of the array in Fig. 1 In Fig. 3 , the angular widths of three screens or three apertures are assumed to be = 180° , respectively. For either the TMz-or TEz-polarisation, convergence experiments are also made and three sets of truncation numbers are adopted, i.e., four-, five-and six-orders of Chebyshev polynomials are used to expand the induced currents on three screens for TMz-polarisation and three apertures for TEz-polarisation (q = 0, 1,..., 4, 5, 6), respectively. For both cases, an excellent convergence has been achieved. It is also found that both ] and reach the maxima in the forward direction cp = 180° . Finally, Fig. 4 depicts the far-zone scattered field distributions due to five cylindrically curved thin screens corresponding to different incident directions of TMz-and TEz-polarisations, respectively. In Fig. 4 , the angular widths of five cylindrically screens are assumed to be = = = 300° for the incidence of TMz-polarisation with cpp = 0° and 30°. Under such circumstances, eight orders of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are used and found accurate enough for expanding the induced elec- 
